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I .  INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier paper (Santos, 1973b), the author introduced two distinct but 
equivalent formulations of max-product grammars. One corresponds to the 
maximal interpretation (Salomaa, 1969) of probabilistic grammars (Santos, 
1972), while the other provides a grammar for generating fuzzy languages 
(Santos, 1973a). Various types of max-product grammars were given. Among 
them was the context-free max-product grammar (CMG). In the present 
paper, we shall study in detail the properties of CMG and languages generated 
by CMG. 
The main contents of the paper are contained in the next two sections. 
In Section II, the definitions of CMG and fuzzy languages generated by CMG 
are given. It is shown that every CMG may be put in Chomsky normal form 
and Greibach normal form (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969) provided the fuzzy 
languages generated by the CMG are finitary. This forms the basis of all 
subsequent discussions. 
In Section III, various properties of languages generated by CMG with cut 
points are established. It is shown that the family A ° of languages generated 
by CMG with cut points contains the family of context-free languages as a 
proper subfamily. Moreover, it is shown that there exists a context-sensitive 
language which is not in Lf. 
I I .  CONTEXT-FREE MAX-PRODUCT GRAMMARS 
Two different formulations of context-free max-product grammars were 
introduced in (Santos, 1973b). The first corresponds to the maximal inter- 
pretation (Salomaa, 1969) of probabilistic grammars (Santos, 1972), and the 
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second is an attempt o provide a grammar to generate fuzzy languages 
(Santos, 1973a). The second formulation is simpler and therefore will be 
adopted in the present paper. The readers are referred t O (Santos, 1973b) for 
further details and motivations. 
NOTATION. Let C be a nonempty set. Then C* is the free semigroup with 
identity e generated by C, and C + = C* --  {e}, Moreover, if ~ ~ C*, then 
Ig(~) denotes the length of a. 
NOTATION. R is the collection of all nonnegative real numbers, and 
R~o = nw {oo}. 
DEFINITION. A context-free max-product grammar (CMG) is a quadruple 
G = (T, N, P, h) where (i) T and N are disjoint finite nonempty sets; (ii) P is 
a finite collection of fuzzy production s each of which is of the form A --~ o~, 
where A ~ N, a ~ (T ~3 N)*, andp ~ R; and (iii) h is a function from Ninto R. 
If, in addition, for every (A -+~ o~) e P, p ~ [0, 1], and h is a function from N 
into [0, 1], then G is a strict CMG. 
In the above definition, T and N are, respectively, the terminals and the 
nonterminals, k(A) is the grade of membership (Zadeh, 1965) that A is the 
start symbol of G. Moreover, A -+P a means the grade of membershi p is p 
that A will be replaced by a. 
NOTATION. J is the collection of all positive integers. 
NOTATION. Let G = (T, N, P, h) be a CMG. Then ~: :~f i  (mod w) where 
w = (Pl, kl)(P2, k2)"" (Pn, kn), c~, f le (T t3 _AT) *, Pi = (A i - -~  ai) ~ P, ki c J, 
i = 1, 2,..., n, and p = PiP2 "'" Pn iff there exist Yi ~ (T u N)*,  i -~ 
O, 1,2,...,n, such that Yo =°L, Yn =13, and for each i=  1,2,...,n, 7i is 
obtained from Yi-1 by replacing the kith occurrence of A i in 7i-1 by ~. Other- 
wise, a =~0fl (rood w). If, in addition, for every i = 1, 2 , . ,  n, ki = 1 and 
Yi-1 = IzA~ v where/x ~ T*, then we shall write a =~ fi (mod w). Otherwise, 
a =~o 13 (mod w). 
It is clear that in the above notation, p is uniquely determined by 
oc, t3 ~ (T tAN)*, and w E (P × J)*. Thus, for each w E (P × J)*, we may 
associate two functions f~ andfw L, both from (T u N)* × (T u N)* into R, 
where fw(fl I ~) = P iff a ::~" 13 (mod w), and fJ'(13 [ ~) : p iff a : :~ fl (mod w). 
NOTATION. Let G ~ (T, N, P, h) be a CMG. Thenfo andre L are func- 
tions from T* into R such that for every c~ ~ T*, 
fo(~) = lub Max k(A)M~, I A)  
w~W* AeN 
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and 
faL(~) = lub Max h(A)fwL(c~ [ A)  
weW* AeN 
where W = P × J and Lub stands for least upper bound. 
In the above definition, as well as in the rest of the paper, we shall assume 
the usual arithmetic of the extended real number system including the fact 
that 0 • o~ = O. Moreover, the concept of least upper bound is extended in a 
natural manner to include oo. 
DEFINITION. A fuzzy language f over C is a function from C* into Roo. 
A finitary fuzzy language over C is a function from C* into R. 
Remark. f (a)  is the grade of membership that ~ is a member of the 
language. 
Remark. I f  G is a CMG, then fo is the fuzzy language generated by G, 
while fc  L is the fuzzy language generated by G using leftmost derivations 
only. 
THEOREM 2.1. fa = faL f or all CMG G. 
Proof. Let G = (T, N,  P, h). It suffices to show that for every A ~ N, 
~ T* and p e R, if A :~  ~ (rood w) for some w ~ (P × J)*, then 
c~(mod w') A 
for some w' ~ (P X {1))*. But this can be proved in the usual way (Hopcroft 
and Ullman, 1969) by induction on lg(~). 
DEFINITION. Let f be a (finitary) fuzzy language over T. f is a (finitary) 
context-free fuzzy language (CFFL) ifff  = fa for some CMG G. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. I f  f is a CFFL over T, then f = fa for some CMG G = 
( T, N, P, h) satisfying the following conditions. 
(i) There exists a distinguish symbol A o E N such that h(Ao) = 1, and 
(A --+~ c~) ~ P implies A o does not occur in ~. 
(ii) For every A ~ N and a ~ ( T u N)*, (A --+~1 c~) ~ P and (A --~2 o~) ~ P 
implies Pl = Pz > O. 
(iii) For every A~N,  there exist iz, v6T*  and w~(P× J)* such 
that f~(l~Av ] Ao) > O. 
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(iv) For every A ~ N, there exists ~ ~ T* and w ~ (P × J)* such that 
fw(a I A) > O. 
A CMG satisfying conditions (i) to (iv) given above is said to be reduced. 
In this case, we shall also write (T, N, P, Ao) for (T, N, P, h). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G = (T ,N ,P ,  Ao) be a reduced CMG. fa is 
finitary iff for every A ~ N and w ~ (P × J)*, fw(A I A) ~ 1. 
LEMMA 2.4. I f  f is a finitary CFFL,  then f =fa  for some reduced 
CMG G - (T, N, P, A) where P does not contain any fuzzy productions of 
the form A -+~ e where A ~ N -- {Ao}. 
Proof. Let f  =fa  where G O = (T, N, Po, -40) is a CMG. For each fuzzy 
production A -+~ %Al~lA2% "" A~ n in Po where n ~> 0, each Ai ~ N and 
= %al "'" a~ ~ (T vo N)+, let A -+~' ~ be a fuzzy production where p '  = 
p I-Ii~=l q(Ai) > 0. Thereby, for each B ~ N, q(B) = Lubw~w. fw(e l B) 
where W =/Do × Jr" Let G = (T, N, P, Ao) be the CMG where P is the 
collection of all fuzzy productions obtained in the manner described above 
plus the fuzzy production A o --+~ e where p = fa(e). Clearly, (A --+~ e) ~ P 
implies A = A o . Moreover, it can be verified that f = fG • Although G need 
not be a reduced CMG, it can be easily put in reduced form and still retaining 
the desired property. 
THEOREM 2.5. f is a finitary CFFL  iff f =re  for some reduced CMG G = 
(T, N, P, Ao) where P does not contain any fuzzy productions of the forms 
A -+~ B, A, BeN,  and A -+~ e, A ~ N -- {Ao}. 
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 2.4, i f f  is a finitary CFFL,  thenf  =3ca for 
some reduced CMG G O = (T, N, Po,  Ao) where (A --+~ e) e Po implies 
A = A 0 . Let g be the function from (T u N)* × (T u N)*  into R where 
for every g, re (TL J  N)*, g(rlcr) =p if (g--+~r) EP, and g(rta) =0 
otherwise. Let g=, n = 0, 1, 2,..., be functions from (T u N)* × (T u N)*  
into R defined inductively as follows 
{1 if a =re  N, 
go(r I ~) ~o otherwise, 
and 
gn+l( r I a) = { l Max[g~(r 
I A) g(A 
( 0 otherwise. 
if c*, r e N, 
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Moreover, let g’ be the function from (T u N)* x (T u N)* into R where 
for every u, 7 E (T U N)*, 
MaxtgtT I 4 lu,b yz MT I 4 &A I 41) if UEN, TEN, 
g’(T I 4 = 
0 otherwise. 
Let G = (T, N, P, A,) be the CMG where P is the collection of all fuzzy 
productions e --+ 7 in which g’(T / u) = p > 0. Clearly, G has the desired 
properties. Let 01 E T*. For every w E (P x J)+ and E > 0, there exists 
w0 E (P,, x J)+ such that fW(a 1 A) > fW,(a / A) - E. Moreover, for every 
w,, E (PO x J)+, there exists w E (P x J)+ such that &,(a / A) < fW(a j A). 
Thus, f = fc . The converse follows from the fact that 
where the lub ranges over all w E (P x J)* such that lg(w) < lg(a). 
In view of Theorem 2.5, one could modify the usual procedures (Hopcroft 
and Ullman, 1969) to obtain the following normal form theorems for CMG. 
THEOREM 2.6 (Chomsky Normal Form). f is a jGzitary CFFL iff 4 = fG 
for some reduced CMG G = (T, N, P, A,,) where p contains only fuzzy pro- 
ductions of the foyms A, --+p e, A +p a, and A -+P BC, where A, B, C E N, and 
a E T. 
THEOREM 2.7 (Greibach Normal Form). f is a $nitary CFFL isf f = f, 
for some reduced CMG G = (T, N, P, A,) where P contains only fuzzy 
productions of the foyms A, -Q e and A -2’ ay, where A E N, a E T, y E N*, 
k&4 d 2. 
Remark. Theorem 2.6 and 2.7 are, in general, not valid if f is not finitary, 
unless we extend the definition of fuzzy productions to include A -+p a 
wherep = co. 
III. CONTEXT-FREE FUZZY LANGUAGES 
In this section, we shall study the family of languages generated by CMG 
with cut points. 
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NOTATION. Let f be a fuzzy language over T and A E R~.  Then 
L(f ,  ,~, >)  -~ {a e T* : f (a)  > A). 
L(f ,  ~, >~), L(f,  ,~, -~), etc. are defined in a similar manner. 
Observe that if G ~ (T, N, P, 30) is a CMG, then L( fa ,  A, >)  iff there 
exists w a (P x J)* such that A 0 =~* ~ (rood w) and p > A. 
DEFINITION. A phrase structure grammar is a quadruple G 
(T, N,  P, Ao) where T and N are, respectively, the terminals and the non- 
terminals, P is a finite collection of productions, and A 0 ~ N is the start 
symbol. Derivations according to G, the language L(G) generated by (7, and 
the various types of grammars in the Chomsky hierarchy are defined in the 
usual manner (Ginsburg, 1966). 
THEOREM 3.1. L is a context-free language (CFL)~f fL  =L( f ,  0,1> ) for 
some CFFL  f. 
Proof. Suppose f ~ fG where G = (T, N, P, A0) is a CMG. Let G' 
(T, N, P' ,  A0) be a context-free grammar where P '  ---- {~ --~ ~- : (a ---~ r) e P 
and p > 0). It  is easy to verify that L = L(G'). The converse is trivial. 
DEFINITION. For each a ~ T, let Ta be a finite nonempty set and 
¢(a) _C T~*. Let ~(e) ~ {e) and ¢(ac 0 ~ ~(a) ¢(~) for every a ~ T and ~ e T*. 
Then ¢ is called a substitution. I l L  C T*, then ¢(L) ~ 0~eL ~(~). 
DEFINITION. An a-transducer is a 6-tuple M -~ ( U, S, V, H, so ,F  ) 
where U, S, and V are finite nonempty sets (of input, state, and output 
symbols, respectively), H is a finite subset of S X U* X V* X S, s o ~ S is 
the initial state, and F _C S is the set of accepting states. 
NOTATION. Let M ~- (U, S, V, H, s o ,F) be an a-transducer. For each 
x ~ U*, M(x) is the set of all y ~ V* with the property that there exist x 1 , 
x 2,.. . ,x k~U* ,  Yl,Y2,..-,Y~ ~V*,  and sa ,s~, . . . , s~eS such that x ~-~ 
xlx2 "'" xk , Y -- YlY~ "'" Yk , s~ ~ F, and (si_ 1 , xl , Yi , si) ~ H for each i where 
] ~ i ~ k. Moreover, for each L C U*, M(L) -~ U~L M(x). 
It is well known that i l l  is a CFL  and M is an a-transducer, then M(L)  is 
a CFL. Moreover, it is well known that i l l  is a CFL, and ~b is a substitution 
such that ¢(a) is a CFL  for all a, then ~b(L) is also a CFL. 
THEOREM 3.2. L is a CFL ~ L = L( fa ,  A, >)  for some strict CMG G 
and A ~ R. 
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Proof. Let L = L(fa, ~, >) where (T, N, P, Ao) is a strict CMG and 
A e R. Without loss of generality, we may assume that N -~ N 1 u N~ where 
(i) N~ (~ N~ = ;~, (ii) d 0 e N~, (iii) if (A --~ ~) e P, then A e N~, and (iv) 
if (A - -~ a) ~ P and p < 1, then A e Nz.  Let Pt consist of all fuzzy produc- 
tions in P of the form A--~t c¢, and let P~ =-P - -P~.  For each p =- 
(A --+9 a) e P~, let MD = (U, S, V, H, So, {s~}) be an a-transducer where 
U-=T~N~,  S-={So,S~}, V -=T~)N,  and H={(s ,u ,u ,s ) :  s~S,  
u e T ~) N~} ~ {(s o , A, c¢, s~)}. Observe that i lL 0 C (T (3 N2)* , then Mp(Lo) is 
obtained from L by first omitting all words in L o not containing any occurrence 
of A, and then replacing exactly one occurrence of A by a in the remaining 
words of L 0 . For each A e N~, let L(A) = (faa,  0, >)  where 
G~ = (Tt3 N2,N~,P~ ,A). 
Clearly, L(A) is a CFL for all A e N~. Let ¢ be a substitution such that 
¢(A) =L(A)  if AeN~,  and ¢(a )= a if ae  T~3Na.  For each 
L 1 ,L2 C (T ~3 N2)* and k a positive integer, define L I -~L  ~ iff there exists 
p e P2 such that L2 = (Mp(L1)); and L 1 --+kL 2 iff there exists 
Lo',LI' ,...,Lk' C_ (T~3 Nz)* 
such that L 1 = Lo' , L~ = L~' and Li_ 1 --~ L~ for i = 1, 2 ..... k. Moreover, 
define L 1 :~k L2 iff there exists L 3 C (T u N2)* such that L 1 =~ L a and L~ = 
L a n T*. It is clear that i l l  1 is a CFL andL 1 =~kL 2for some k, thenL2 is also 
a CFL. Since ~ > 0, therefore there exists a positive integer K such that a eL  
implies a eL  2 for some L~ C T* where ¢(A0) =~kL~ and k ~ K. Let F -~ 
{L2C T* : ¢(A0) =~kL~ for some k ~K and L~L =~ Z}. It is easy to 
verify that L~ e / "  implies L 2 CL. Thus L = I, JL~rL2 • This shows that L is 
a CFL. The converse is trivial. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G =- (T, N, P, A0) be a CMG where there exists c < i 
such that (A --~ c~) e P implies p ~ c. ThenL(fG , )~, >) is finite for alia e R. 
Proof. Clearly, fa is a finitary CFFL.  Thus, by Theorem 2.7,fa =fa  x for 
some CMG G1 which is in Greibach normal form. Let n be the largest integer 
such that c ~ > A. Then c~eL(fcl,A , >)  implies Ig (a )~ n. Therefore 
L(f~, A, >)  = L(fcl ,  ~, >)  is finite. 
Observe that Theorem 3.2 and 3.3 remain valid if > is replaced by ~.  
THEOREM 3.4. L(f, ~,  -=) is a CFL for all CFFL  f. 
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Proof. Let f  = fc  where G : (T, N, P, A0) is a CMG. It follows from the 
remark following Theorem 2.7 that we may assume that G is in Greibaeh 
normal form provided we allow fuzzy productions of the form cr --~v ~- where 
p --  oo. For each a E T, let 4 be a new symbol and let T = {4E T}. For 
each ~ ~ (T t3 N)*, let & ~ (T td N)* where & is obtained from c¢ by replacing 
every a ET  in c~ by 4. Let G=(TuT ,  N, Po,A0) be the context- 
free grammar where Po : {A ~ ~: (A --+~ ~) ~ P and p < co} U {A --+ &: 
(A--+~ a) E P andp = c~}. Let M = (U, S, V, H, so, {sl} ) be an a-transducer 
where U ---- Tk3 ~P, S = {So, q}, V = T, and 
H = {(s ,u ,u ,s) :uE T ,s~S}U( (s ,  4, a, sx):aE T ,s~S}.  
Observe that for each L 0 _C (T U T)*, M(Lo) is obtained from L 0 by first 
omitting all those words in L o which does not contain any 4 E T, and then 
replaced all 4 e T by the corresponding a ~ T in the remaining words. Since 
G is in Greibach normal form, therefore c~ eL(f,  c~, =) iff ~ can be derived 
from A by using at least a fuzzy production of the form (A - -~ ~) E P with 
p ---- ~ .  Thus, L = M(L(Go) . Hence, L is a CFL. 
NOTATION. Let A ~ R. 4 is the family of all languages of the form 
L(f, A, ~)  where f is a CFFL.  Moreover, ~q~ : Ua~R 4 -  
NOTATION. cff is the family of all CFL, and ~ is the family of all regular 
languages. 
THEOREM 3.5. ~0 = 5.  
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.6. ~ C 4 for all h ~ R. 
Proof. Let L~C~ and A aR.  Then L =L(G)  for some context-free 
grammar G = (T, N ,P ,  Ao). Let p = 1 + A and G' : (T, N, P' ,  Ao) be a 
CMG where P '  --  {A -+ ~: (A -+ a) ~ P}. It is easy to verify that L = 
L(fa.,  A, >).  Thus, L ~ 4 -  Hence cE _C 4 .  
THEOREM 3.7. ~ --- T,~for all A > O. 
Proof. Suppose A>0 and L~.  Then L : L ( fa~,A ,>)  for some 
CMG G = (T, N,P,  hi) and A s ~ 0. By virtue of Proposition 3.5 and 
Theorem 3.6, it suffices to consider the case where A s > 0. Let 
G= (T,N,P,h) 
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where h(A) = (X/h,) h,(A) f or all A E N. It is clear that L = L(f, , h, >). 
Thus L E 9’n . This shows that 9 _C 5$ . Since 9> C 8, therefore 8 = ZA . 
THEOREM 3.8. L E 9 22 L = L(f, X, >) fey some fznitary CFFL f and 
hER. 
Prooj. Let L E 2. By virtue of Theorem 3.7, L = L(fGl , l/2, >) for 
some CMG G = (T, N1 , PI , A,). By the remark following Theorem 2.7, 
we may assume that G is in Greibach normal form provided we allow fuzzy 
productions of the form A +p 01 where p = 00. By Theorem 3.4, 
WG, , ~0, ==) = L(G,) 
for some context-free grammar G, = (T, N, , Pz , A,). We shall assume that 
G, is also in Greibach normal form. Moreover, we assume that Ni n Na = $ 
and let A, $ T u N, u N, . Let G = (T, N, P, A,) be a CMG where 
N = N1 u N, u {A,}, and P consists of all fuzzy productions of the following 
forms: 
(i) A+Pawhere(A-+Pz)EPrandp < co; 
(ii) A, --+P 01 where (A +p a) E PI and p < co; 
(iii) A -9 a: where (A -+ a) E P, , and 
(iv) A,, 4 01 where (A --f E) E Pz . 
Clearly, G is in Greibach normal form, and thus by Theorems 2.7, fo is 
finitary. Moreover, it can be verified that L = L(f, , l/2, >). The converse 
is trivial. 
THEOREM 3.9. g is aproper subfamily of 2’. 
Proof. Let L = {a”b”cn” : n 3 m > l}. It is well known that L q! %. On 
the other hand, let G = ((a, b, c}, {A,, , A, , A,}, P, A,,) be a CMG where P 
consists of the fuzzy productions A, +l A,A, , A, +2 aA,b, A, -+l ab, 
A, -+a*5 CA, , and A, -+l c. It is easy to verify that L = L(fG , b, >). Thus 
LE2. 
N0TATI0pI’. We shall write o =f” 7 if o =f” Q- (mod w) for some w. 
LEMMA 3.10. For each L where L = L(fo , X, >) for some CMG G and 
X E R, there exists n E ] with the property that each word LY. EL and lg(ol) > n 
is of the form (~p.p~~p~ where o2 # e, and either ~~o~~a,a,“u~ EL for all k E J 
or U~UgJ~ EL. 
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Proof. By Theorems 2.7, 3.7, and 3.8, L =L( fc ,  1, >)  where G = 
(T,  N ,  P,  Ao) is a CMG in Greibach normal form. Let m be the cardinality 
of N. I f  ~ = alCr2aaa4a 5 eL  and lg(~) > m, then it can be shown that there 
exists an A ~ N such that A 0 =,~1 alAT 1 :::~P2 o,l~r2AT~r 1 :=~8 ~rla2a~a4a 5 = a 
where ai ~ T*, z~ ~ N* ,  cr~ ~= e, A :=~ ~ra , z 2 =:~5 a~ , T 1 =~ ~rs ,P4PsP~ = P~ , 
and plpzp~ > 1. It is easy to verify that (i) i fp2p~ ) 1, then ala~kaacr4~a5 eL  
for ~ill k ~ jr, and (ii) i fp2p5 < 1, then crlaaa 5eL. 
THEOREM 3.11. {a'b'~c n : n >~ 1} 6£¢. 
Proof. Suppose L ----- {anbnc n : n >/ 1}~q°. By Theorems 2.7, 3.7, 
and 3.8, L = L( fa ,  1, >)  where G = (T, N, P, A) is a CMG in Greibach 
normal form. Let m be the cardinality of N,  and let ~ = o~a2cr~r~a~a6a ~ eL
where lg(~) > m S. Then there exists A ~ N such that 
A0 ~1 > gl/Zl .  P.~ Ps .. > 0"10"20"30"40"50"60"7 o.io. AT2T 1 . ~- o.lo.2o.3A~.3T2.rlP4 
where ~r~  T*,  z~ ~ N* ,  ~r~ , a~ ~ e, A ==~ ~r~ , z~ ==~ as , T~ :=~P~ g~ , 
P~P~P~Ps : P~ and p~p~p~p~ > 1. It follows from the proof of Lemma 3.10 
that neitherp~p~ ~> 1 norp~p~  1. However, i fp~p~ < 1 andp~p~ < .1, then 
by Lemma 3.10, a~a2cr~cr6a ~ nd aw~cr, a~a ~ are in L. This is a contradiction. 
Thus L ¢ ~.  
Since it is well known that {anbnc ~: n >/1} is a context-sensitive language, 
therefore we have 
THEOREM 3.12. There exists a context-sensitive language which is not in ~¢. 
In view of Theorem 3.11 and the proof of Theorem 3.9, it follows that ~q' 
is not closed under intersection. However, by modifying the existing proofs of 
the closure properties of CFL, it can be shown that ~c¢ is closed under union, 
intersection with regular sets, concatenation with CFL, substitution by CFL, 
homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, reversal, a-transducer mapping, etc. 
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